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Summary
It has been reported that tablets of clarithromycin (CAM), a 14-membered macrolide
antibiotic, are especially stable under low pH conditions such as in gastric fluid, and showed
excellent antibacterial efficiency even though CAM molecules themselves are rapidly decomposed.
Therefore, we aimed to clarify the stabilization mechanism of CAM tablets under low pH conditions.
From the results of stability and dissolution tests, the optimal decomposition rate constant (Kdec) and
dissolution rate constant (Kdis) at various pH values were calculated by curve-fitting to consecutive
reactions. Consequently, log(Kdec) increased as pH decreased. On the other hand, log(Kdis) increased
as pH decreased from 3.0 to 1.5, but decreased as pH decreased from 1.5 to 1.0. In addition, the
disintegration time of commercially available tablets at pH 1.0 and 1.2 was found to be delayed,
resulting in a decrease of Kdis. Furthermore, from powder X-ray diffraction, HPLC and elemental
analysis, the delay in disintegration time might be attributable to the formation of a transparent gel,
formed by the reaction between CAM molecule and hydrochloric acid under low pH conditions, on
the surface of CAM tablet. On the basis of these results, this report can be considered the first case
where a transparent gel prevents gastric fluid from penetrating the tablet, resulting in reduced
decomposition of CAM following oral administrating.
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Introduction
Clarithromycin (CAM), a 14-membered semi-synthetic macrolide antibiotic, is widely used
in the treatment of respiratory, skin and otolaryngology infections as well as Helicobacter pylori
infection because it exhibits broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity. With regard to dosage form, not
only tablets, but also pediatric formulations (dry syrup) are available for clinical use1, 2). However, a
disadvantage of CAM is its instability under low pH conditions3). Morimoto et al.4) reported that
decomposition of the CAM molecule occurs via cleavage of the neutral cladinose sugar at low pH
(Fig. 1). In addition, Erah et al.5) also investigated the effect of pH on the decomposition rate of
CAM by calculating the decomposition rate constants of the CAM molecule in solutions and in
human gastric fluid. This report demonstrated that the decomposition of CAM in solutions and
gastric fluid proceeded in a pseudo-first order manner, and half-lives of CAM in pH 1.0 and 2.0
solutions were 0.1 and 1.3 h, respectively. On the other hand, the decomposition reactions scarcely
proceeded above pH 5.0. The above reports have all demonstrated rapid decomposition of CAM
under low pH conditions, which simulated gastric fluid, and the resulting in decreasing CAM’s
antibacterial efficiency. In general, when manufacturing tablets containing an active ingredient that
is unstable under low pH conditions, pharmaceutical techniques such as enteric coating and salt
formation are required6-8). In fact, when manufacturing tablets of erythromycin A, another
14-membered macrolide antibiotic, an additional enteric coating of hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
phthalate is necessary to maintain the drug’s antibacterial efficiency. Therefore, in order to ensure
the efficacy of CAM, additional pharmaceutical techniques for manufacturing CAM tablets might be
necessary.
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Although commercially available CAM tablets are not generally treated with such
pharmaceutical techniques, they still exhibit antibacterial efficiency in vivo. Suwa et al.9) reported
that when commercially available CAM tablets were administered to healthy volunteers in three
groups: fasting, 30 min before and after a meal. The pH values of gastric fluid are between 1 and 2
at fasting and before a meal, and between 4 and 5 after a meal. Differences in serum CAM
concentrations were scarcely observed among the three groups. This report clearly demonstrated that
even when pH values were low, such as pH 1 to 2, CAM in the tablets was only barely decomposed
and could still exhibit antibacterial efficiency in vivo. At a glance, this report may appear to conflict
with the results demonstrating that the CAM molecule is rapidly decomposed under low pH
conditions. However, if this interesting phenomenon is correct, the stabilization mechanism of CAM
tablets in gastric fluid should be elucidated to facilitate the development of a novel drug delivery
system formulation for CAM.
In the present study, using commercially available CAM tablets, the effect of pH on the
release of CAM from tablets was examined. In addition, the decomposition rates of CAM in solution
and tablet forms were comparatively studied. Furthermore, the stabilization mechanism of CAM
tablets under low pH conditions was determined by analyzing the chemical change on the surface of
100% CAM tablets prepared by dry granulation.
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Materials and methods
Materials
Commercially available CAM tablets (Taisho Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan),
which contain 200 mg (potency) CAM and some excipients such as lubricant, disintegrant, binder
and surfactant agent, were used. Bulk CAM (purity: above 99%) was purchased from Shiono
Chemical Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). All reagents used were of the highest grade available from
commercial sources.

Stability test
Stability test was performed using a dissolution apparatus (Toyama Sangyo Co., Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan) for the paddle method. CAM (250 mg) was dissolved in 100 ml of acetonitrile. Then,
40 ml of the solution was added to 860 ml of hydrochloric acid (pH 1.0 to 3.0) at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C. The
paddle rotation speed was 100 rpm. At predetermined time intervals, 5-ml aliquots of the solutions
were withdrawn and neutralized with sodium hydroxide solution.
The remaining concentration of CAM was determined by high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) system consisting of a Shimadzu LC-9A pump, a Shimadzu SPD-6A UV
spectrophotometric detector, a Shimadzu CTO-6A column oven, a Shimadzu SIL-6B auto injector
and a Shimadzu C-R7A plus chromatopac (Shimadzu Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) under the
following operating conditions: ultraviolet absorption photometer wavelength: 210 nm; column: 4.6
mm i.d. × 15 cm stainless-steel column packed with octadecyl silica (ODS)-80TM (Tosoh Co.,
Tokyo, Japan); column temperature: 40 °C; mobile phase: mixture of 1/15 M potassium dihydrogen
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phosphate and acetonitrile (13:7); and flow rate of 1 ml/min.

Dissolution test
The dissolution test was performed according to the paddle method listed in Japanese
Pharmacopoeia (JP; 15th edition) using a dissolution apparatus. The dissolution medium was 900 ml
hydrochloric acid (pH 1.0 to 3.0) at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C. The paddle rotation speed was 100 rpm. At
predetermined time intervals, 5-ml aliquots of the solution were withdrawn and replaced with an
equal volume of dissolution medium. The samples were filtered through a 0.20-μm membrane filter
and neutralized with sodium hydroxide solution. The amount of CAM in the dissolution medium
was determined by HPLC, using the procedure given in the stability test section.

Disintegration test
The disintegration test was performed according to JP 15th edition using a disintegration
apparatus (Toyama Sangyo Co., Ltd.). The test medium was hydrochloric acid (pH 1.0 to 3.0) at
37.0 ± 0.5 °C.

Preparation of 100% CAM tablets
Tablets containing 100% CAM were prepared by dry granulation (slugging) because direct
compaction method caused some tabletting problems, such as lamination and sticking. Dry granules
were prepared by compressing bulk CAM using an oil press (Japan Spectroscopic Co. Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) with a diameter of 13 mm (flat-faced punch) and then crushing the slug tablets with a mortar
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and pestle. The resulting granules were sieved through a 1680 m sieve and collected. Tablets were
prepared using an oil press with a diameter of 13 mm (flat-faced punch) and tablet weight was 400
mg. The tableting force was 10 kN, and pressure was applied for 30 s.

Measurement of the surface of 100% CAM tablets
Firstly, the disintegration test was performed by placing 100% CAM tablets in hydrochloric
acid (pH 1.0 and 3.0) at 37.0 ± 0.5 °C. After 30 min, the remaining tablets were withdrawn from the
disintegration apparatus and dried overnight at 37 °C. Next, the tablets were crushed with a mortar
and pestle and collected for analysis. To collect the unknown substance formed on the surface of
tablets, the surfaces were scraped with a spatula and collected for analysis. Powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) analysis was then performed using a Rigaku Rotaflex RU-200B powder X-ray
diffractometer (Rigaku Corp, Tokyo, Japan) under the following operating conditions: target: Cu;
voltage: 40 kV; current: 60 mA; scanning speed: 4°/min; 2θ range: 2–40°. To verify the changes in
the intrinsic chemical structure of CAM, retention time was determined by HPLC under operating
conditions similar to those of the stability test. Correspondingly, elementary analysis was performed
using Yanaco CHN Corder MT-5 instrument (Yanaco Group, Tokyo, Japan).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with two software applications in Windows XP: Origin
(OriginLab Corp, Northampton, MA, USA) for nonlinear regression analysis, and Maple (Maplesoft,
a division of Waterloo Maple Inc, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) for simulating and constructing
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three-dimensional graphs.
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Results and discussion
Effect of pH on decomposition and dissolution behavior of CAM
To clarify the stabilization mechanism of CAM tablets in the gastro-intestinal tract, the
effects of pH on the decomposition reaction of CAM in solution and the dissolution behavior of
CAM from tablets at low pH (1.0–3.0) were examined (Fig. 2). While CAM was barely decomposed
at pH 3.0, rapid decomposition was observed at pH 1.0 and 1.2 (Fig. 2A). Fig. 2B shows the
dissolution behavior of CAM from tablets in each pH solution. More than 80% of CAM was
dissolved at 10 min after the start of incubation in pH 1.5 to 3.0 solutions, and the CAM
concentration continued to decrease gradually because of CAM decomposition. On the other hand,
only 20% of CAM was dissolved at pH 1.2, and no dissolution was observed at pH 1.0 throughout
the dissolution test.
To calculate the decomposition rate constants (Kdec) and half-lives (T1/2) of the CAM
molecule under different conditions, the results of its decomposition behavior were analyzed in a
pseudo-first kinetic manner (Table 1). According to the report by Nakagawa et al.3), an
approximately linear relationship between log(Kdec) versus pH was obtained. Similarly in this study,
a linear relationship was obtained between log(Kdec) and pH as follows (Fig. 3A).

log K dec = −1.13 pH + 0.30 R2 = 0.997 (1)

In addition, by introducing a consecutive reaction analysis10,

11)

, the dissolution behavior

accompanied with decomposition can be estimated with the following equations.
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Q = 100

K dis
exp −Kdis ∙ t − exp −K dec ∙ t
K dec − K dis

D = 100 1 − exp −K dis ・t −

K dis

(2)

1
K ∙ exp −K dis ∙ t − K dis ∙ exp −K dec ∙ t
− K dec dis

(3)

Q, D and Kdis denote dissolution rate at time t, decomposition rate at time t and dissolution rate
constant, respectively. When each dissolution datum in Fig. 2B was curve-fitted to Eq. 2 using
nonlinear regression analysis, an optimal Kdis could be obtained, where Kdec at each pH was
calculated with Eq. 1. Because no dissolution was observed at pH 1.0, only the optimal Kdis at this
pH could be obtained by curve-fitting to Eq. 3 by using the data from the decomposition of CAM.
The results of each parameter are shown in Table 1 and the relationship between log(Kdis) and pH
are plotted in Fig. 3B. As shown in this figure, log(Kdis) increased as pH decreased from 3.0 to 1.5,
whereas log(Kdis) decreased as pH decreased from 1.5 to 1.0. Furthermore, log(Kdis) was
proportional to pH in over 2 pH ranges. Therefore, the following equations could be obtained.

log K dis = +2.36 pH − 4.22

R2 = 0.999

from pH1.0 to pH1.5 (4)

log K dis = −0.12 pH − 0.50

R2 = 0.997

from pH1.5 to pH3.0 (5)

Ishii et al.12) also examined the dissolution behavior of CAM in commercially available tablets using
the flow-through cell method. They reported an approximately linear relationship between log(Kdis)
and pH in solutions ranging from pH 3.0 to 8.0, while log(Kdis) increased as pH decreased from 8.0
to 3.0. In this study, a similar relationship between log(Kdis) and pH from 3.0 to 1.5 was recognized.
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On the other hand, the relationship below pH 1.5 in the present study did not completely fit with that
reported by Ishii et al., and Kdis decreased as pH decreased, suggesting that under low pH conditions,
the dissolution of CAM from commercially available tablets might be delayed.
In Figure 4, the decomposition rate (D) of CAM at each time and pH was simulated for
both solutions and tablets by substituting Eqs. 1, 4 and 5 into Eq. 3. In the case of solutions,
decomposition rate increased as pH decreased, and 94% of CAM molecules were estimated to be
decomposed within 20 min at pH 1.0 (Fig. 4A). On the other hand, in the case of tablets, and below
pH 1.5, the decomposition rate decreased as pH decreased, and only 16% of CAM molecules were
estimated to be decomposed within 20 min at pH 1.0 (Fig. 4B). Therefore, the delay of dissolution
of CAM in tablets under low pH conditions did not cause its decomposition.

Effect of pH on disintegration time of commercially available CAM tablets
To elucidate whether the delay of dissolution of CAM in tablets under low pH conditions
was associated with the disintegration behavior of the tablets, disintegration tests using
commercially available CAM tablets were performed at low pH ( 1.0 to 3.0) (Fig. 5). Tablets were
completely disintegrated within 10 min at pH 1.5 to 3.0. On the other hand, disintegration time was
drastically delayed by 90 and 58 min at pH 1.0 and 1.2, respectively. These results indicate that since
disintegration of tablets themselves was delayed under low pH conditions, dissolution of CAM from
the commercially available tablets did not occur, thus resulting in a decrease in the decomposition of
CAM molecules.
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Stabilization mechanism of CAM tablets under low pH condition
To clarify whether or not the delay in disintegration under low pH condition is directly
attributable to the characteristics of CAM, CAM tablets without additives were prepared, and
disintegration tests were performed at pH 1.0 and 3.0. Interestingly, when the remaining tablets were
removed from the disintegration apparatus just after the disintegration test, we observed the
formation of an unknown transparent gel on the surface of the tablets from the pH 1.0 solution, but
not from the pH 3.0 solution (Fig. 6A and B). In addition, when we performed the same
experiments using commercially available CAM tablets, the formation of an unknown transparent
gel on the surface of tablets, which were withdrawn from the disintegration apparatus just after 30
min at pH 1.0, was also observed (Fig. 6C), suggesting that CAM itself, not some excipients,
involved in the formation of a transparent gel on the surface of tablets. Next, the unknown substance
was analyzed by PXRD to determine whether CAM crystal form had changed on the surface of
tablets (Fig. 7). Although CAM was found to be crystalline and differences were not observed in the
PXRD patterns of CAM among the initial tablets and those of 30 min after incubation at pH 1.0 and
3.0 (Figs. 7A-C), the PXRD pattern of dried gel from the surface of tablets was different from that
of the others. On the basis of these results, we hypothesized two possible mechanisms of gel
formation on the surface of tablets: one due to the decomposition of CAM under low pH conditions
and the other due to the interaction of CAM molecules with hydrochloric acid under low pH
conditions.
To test these hypotheses, HPLC and elemental analysis were performed on the bulk drug of
CAM and the unknown substance (Tables 2 and 3). Results revealed that although the peak which
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was considered to be decomposition of CAM was slightly observed (3.84%), the retention time of
HPLC for the bulk drug of CAM and unknown substance (96.16%) were almost equivalent (Table
2), thus suggesting that the molecular structure of CAM could be retained. In addition, from the
results of elemental analysis, the value of the unknown substance was found to be almost equivalent
to the theoretical value of CAM hydrochloride (Table 3). Therefore, it could be clarified that CAM
molecules might react with hydrochloric acid in a 1:1 ratio to form a gel structure on the surface of
tablets. These results indicate that CAM tablets might also form this gel structure in gastric fluid,
and that such gel formation could prevent gastric fluid from penetrating the tablet, resulting in
reduced decomposition of CAM in the same manner as an enteric-coated dosage form6, 7). As
reported by Suwa et al.9), when CAM is orally administered in tablet form, it is considered to be
stabilized in gastric fluid by gel formation and therefore shows excellent efficacy even though the
CAM molecule is unstable under low pH gastric conditions. Furthermore, in order to confirm
whether CAM molecules could be released from the tablets adhered to the transparent gel in
intestinal fluid, additional disintegration test was performed using commercially available CAM
tablets. As the test solutions, JP first fluid (pH 1.2) and JP second fluid (pH 6.8) were chosen to use.
During the first disintegration test (2hr), commercially available CAM tablets were not disintegrated
in JP first fluid, whereas disintegration time of the remaining tablets was 3.7 min in JP second fluid.
These findings indicate that even if the transparent gel was formed on the surface of tablets under
low pH gastric conditions, almost CAM molecules could be released from the tablets and dissolved
in intestinal fluid, suggesting that most of CAM could be absorbed in the intestine in vivo.
In general, gels are formed by polymers such as proteins and sugars. Recently however,
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some low-molecular-weight compounds have been reported to undergo gelation in water or organic
solvent and are known as supramolecular gelators13-16). From this study, CAM could be classified as
a supramolecular gelator under low pH conditions. Supramolecular gel is formed by entrapping
solvents in a three-dimensional network structure created by entanglement of noncovalent
interactions such as hydrogen bonds, van der Waals forces, π-π interaction, crystal/ liquid bridges
and electrostatic interaction15-17). Thus, the same mechanism could be operative in the case of CAM
tablets. Specifically, in order to clarify the involvement of crystal/ liquid bridges with a
three-dimensional network, we mixed bulk CAM with pH1.0 hydrochloric acid because crystal/
liquid bridges are generally formed with the surface of tablets prepared by high compaction
conditions. As a result, the transparent gel was easily formed by mixing (data not shown), suggesting
that crystal/ liquid bridges might not be involved in the formation of this transparent gel. Therefore,
we speculated that electrostatic interaction between quaternary ammonium ion of CAM cations and
chloride anions and/or hydrogen bonds between tertiary amine or carbonyl groups, as proton
receptors, of CAM molecules and hydroxyl groups, as proton donors, of CAM molecules on the
surface of CAM tablets formed a three-dimensional network structure that entrapped water (Fig. 8).
In addition, when the amounts of chloride anions and protons in pH3.0 solutions were lower
one-hundred than that in pH1.0 solutions, the formation of gel was not observed (Fig. 6B),
suggesting that abundant amounts of chloride anions and protons were necessary to form
three-dimensional network structure via electrostatic interaction or hydrogen bonds. Supramolecular
gelators have attracted special attention not only in academic fields but also in industrial fields such
as cosmetics, health care, textile and foods15-17). In the pharmaceutical field particularly, novel
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gelators are expected to be applicable to the development of novel drug delivery system
formulations such as ointments, transdermal therapeutic systems and sustained release
formulations13, 14, 18). More detailed investigation into the mechanisms of gel formation to measure
the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy or Raman spectroscopy can be expected to facilitate the
development of novel drug delivery system formulations containing CAM.

Conclusions
In the present study, we demonstrated for the first time that CAM tablets form a gel
structure on their surface under low pH conditions. The gel structure is considered to prevent gastric
fluid from penetrating the tablet, resulting in reduced decomposition of CAM following oral
administration, with the same effect as an enteric coating. Moreover, CAM tablets may be stable
under low-pH gastric conditions, even if the CAM molecule itself is susceptible to rapid
decomposition, and show excellent efficacy toward infective diseases.
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Table 1. Half-lives for decomposition of CAM, decomposition rate constants and the optimal
dissolution rate constants
pH

T1/2 (min)

Kdec (min-1)

Kdis (min-1)

1.0

5.0

1.39×10-1

1.35×10-2 a)

1.2

6.7

1.04×10-1

4.21×10-2

1.5

18.9

3.66×10-2

2.06×10-1

2.0

68.1

1.02×10-2

1.86×10-1

3.0

818.4

8.47×10-4

1.37×10-1

Kdec: decomposition rate constant; Kdis: dissolution rate constant
a): Kdis at pH 1.0 could be obtained by curve-fitting the decomposition rate from the dissolution test
to Eq. 3 using nonlinear regression analysis.

Table 2. HPLC retention time of bulk drug of CAM and the substance on the surface of the
tablets
Bulk CAM

Substance on tablet surface

14.55±0.19

14.30±0.24

Retention
time (min)
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Table 3. Elemental analysis of bulk CAM and the substance on the surface of the tablets
Elemental

CAM

Substance on tablet

CAM-HCl

T-value

surface

T-value

Bulk CAM
analysis
C

60.21

60.29

53.59

53.29

H

9.12

9.32

8.85

9.18

N

1.58

1.85

1.37

1.64

CAM-HCl: clarithromycin hydrochloride
T-value: theoretical value
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Scheme of the decomposition mechanism of the CAM molecule under low pH
conditions.

Fig. 2. Effect of pH on decomposition and dissolution behavior of CAM.
Each point represents a mean ± SD value (n = 3); A) decomposition behavior; B) dissolution
behavior.

Fig. 3. Relationship between pH and A) logarithm of decomposition rate constant (Kdec), or B)
dissolution rate constants (Kdis).

Fig. 4. Simulation of decomposition rate of CAM in A) solutions and B) tablets.

Fig. 5. Effect of pH on disintegration time of commercially available CAM tablets.
Each column represents a mean ± SD value (n=6).

Fig. 6. Photographs of tablets containing 100% CAM after the disintegration test at A) pH 1.0
and B) pH 3.0 and that of commercially available CAM tablets C) after the disintegration test
at pH 1.0.

Fig. 7. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of tablets containing 100% CAM after the
20

disintegration test.
A) Initial tablet, B) tablets at pH 3.0 after 30 min, C) tablets at pH 1.0 after 30 min and D) tablet
surface at pH 1.0 just after the disintegration test.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the stabilization mechanism of CAM tablets in gastric fluid.
Solid circles represent functional groups which have the possibility of proton receptors. Dashed
circles represent functional groups which have the possibility of proton donors.
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